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About OPM

 The Office of Personnel Management
 “HR Department” of the government

 Provide healthcare options for all Federal 
employees
Offer guidance documents and brochures

Answer questions about coverage of specific 
conditions
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Motivation & Goal

 Motivation:
 Guidance information scattered across hundreds of PDF documents
 Difficult to search and retrieve information from these 

documents

 Goal: to make the archive of letters and brochures searchable
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• What guidance has OPM issued regarding the use of tobacco?
Keywords: tobacco, cessation counseling, quit attempts

• When does federal preemption affect program governance?
Keywords: state mandate, preemption, preempt, FEHBA



Background

 Searching tools: web search services, enterprise 
search
 Enterprise search: the practice of making content from 

multiple enterprise-type sources, such as databases 
and intranets, searchable to a defined audience
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 Solr 5.2.1 (latest version): a standalone enterprise 
search server 

 REST-like API, allowing for application building

 Important features:
 Full-text search

 Real-time indexing

 Rich document handling (PDF, Word, Excel)
 Tika module: detects and extracts metadata and text from 

different file types

 Comprehensive admin interface
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Materials
 969 PDF files from OPM’s 

archive (carrier letters, 
brochures)

 Data
 body of document

 Available metadata
 creation date

 last modification date

 title

 author

 file name

 size
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Methods
 Acquiring collection of files

 Web crawler written to download all PDF files into a 
specified folder

 Indexing of documents
 Add to Solr using dataimport
 There are fields for data (text) and metadata (e.g., 

author, dates)
 Make all fields searchable

 Querying
 Boolean operations between keywords
 Synonyms
 Search by field
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cessation = quit
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Limitations & Challenges

 No evaluation for the queries
Did not have a gold standard

 Not user-friendly interface
Using the admin interface as user interface

 Difficult to use advanced features such as hit 
highlighting

 Limited Solr documentation quality and 
availability
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Conclusions

 Successfully developed a proof of concept 
Presented to OPM colleagues last week

 Successfully indexed all documents, taking 
roughly a minute

 Able to provide a (minimal) searching 
interface

 Found that it is easy to add to this collection
Collection can be expanded and re-indexed
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